
Just Kisses
Designed by Robert Kaufman Fabrics
www.robertkaufman.com

Featuring

WATERCOLOR WILDLIFE

For questions about this pattern, please email Patterns@RobertKaufman.com.

Finished quilt measures: 49-1/2” x 51”
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Fabric and Supplies Needed

    Color       Fabric        Name/SKU       Yardage

AQM-15949-155 
STONE

*includes binding

AQM-15949-340 
LIMESTONE

AQM-15949-13 
TAN

AQM-15952-267 
ADVENTURE

AQM-15953-267 
ADVENTURE

AQM-15949-169 
EARTH

    Color      Fabric       Name/SKU        Yardage

Fabric amounts based on yardage that is 44” wide.

A

B

C

D

E

F

2/3 yard 
(one panel)

1-1/8 yard

7/8 yard

1 yard

1/8 yard

1/4 yard

Copyright 2016, Robert Kaufman
For individual use only - Not for resale                    

You will also need:
3-1/4 yards for backing

- Read through all of the instructions before beginning.
- All of the seam allowances are 1/4” unless otherwise noted.
- Press seam allowances open unless otherwise noted. 
- Width of fabric (WOF) is equal to at least 44” wide.
- Right sides together has been abbreviated to RST.
- Remember to measure twice and cut once!

Fabric A 
Fussy cut eight panel blocks to 9-1/2” x 11”

Fabric B 
Cut two strips 5” x WOF
 trim to 5” x 42-1/2” - cut selvages sparingly
Cut one strip 12” x WOF- fussy cut for directionality if desired
 sub cut two strips 12” x  5-1/2” 
From remainder of Fabric B fussy cut 18 squares on point using Template A. Label as SIAS1.

Notes Before You Begin

Cutting Instructions
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Fabric C 
Cut ten strips 1” x WOF
 sub cut four strips into sixteen 1” x 9-1/2” strips
 sub cut six strips into sixteen 1” x 12” strips
Cut fi ve strips 2-1/2” x WOF
 cut one 2-1/2” x 10” strip off one strip - save remaining fabric from strip

Fabric D 
Cut fi ve strips 2” x WOF
 trim two strips to 2” x 42-1/2”
Cut two strips 3” x WOF
 sub cut strips into eighteen 3“ squares
  cut each square once on the diagonal and label as SIAS2
Cut six 2-1/2” x WOF strips - set aside for binding

Fabric E  
Cut two strips 1-1/2” x WOF

Fabric F 
Cut one strip 2” x WOF
Cut two strips 3” x WOF
 sub cut strips cut into eighteen 3“ squares
  cut each square once on the diagonal and label as SIAS3

Step 1 Sew a 1” x 9-1/2” Fabric B strip to the top and bottom of each 
Fabric A panel block. Press seams towards Fabric B. 

Step 2 Sew a 1” x 12” Fabric B strip to the left and right sides of the 
panels from Step1.  Press seams towards Fabric B. Finished size should be 
10-1/2” x 12”

Step 3 Sew a 1-1/2” x WOF Fabric E strip to either side of the 2” x WOF fabric F strip to make a 
strip set.  Press seams in same direction.

Assemble the Panel Blocks

Assemble the Strip Pieced Units (SPU)

Step 4 Cut strip set into 4-1/2” segments.  A total of nine segments are needed. Label as SPUs 
and set aside.
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Step 5 Gather two SIAS2 triangles, two SIAS3 triangles and one SIAS1 fussy cut square. To mark 
the center of each piece, fi rst fi nger press the pieces in half. Sew a SIAS2 triangle to one side 
of the SIAS1 square, aligning the centers on both pieces.  Press the seam away from the 
center square. Sew a SIAS3 triangle to the opposite side of the SIAS1 square.

Assemble the Square in a Square Blocks

Step 6 Sew the remaining SIAS2 and SIAS3 triangles to the opposite sides of the square - 
noting the orientation and fabric placement of the fi nished blocks at Step 7.  Place and pin 
both triangles to the square then sew each seam consecutively and press both seams after 
sewing to save time. Trim the excess so the block measures 4-1/2” square.

Step 7 Repeat Steps 5 & 6 to make nine SIAS1 blocks and nine SIAS2 blocks. 

Assemble the Square in a Square Blocks

SIAS1 SIAS2

Step 8 Sew an SIAS1 block to the top of a SPU from Step 4, and an SIAS2 block to the bottom 
of the SPU.  Press seams in same direction as SPU. See diagram.
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Step 9 Gather the Step 2 panel blocks. Sew the Step 8 units to the panels as shown in the 
diagram, in the quantity indicated. Press toward Fabric C.

Step 15 Sew a 2” x 42-1/2” Fabric D strip to the top and bottom of your quilt top.  Press 
toward Fabric D.

Step 16 Sew three 2” Fabric D strips together, end-to-end, and trim to create two strips 2” x 
47”.  Sew the two strips to the left and right sides of the quilt top and press toward Fabric D.

Step 17 Sew two 2-1/2” Fabric C strips, and the 2-1/2” x 10” strip together, end-to-end, and 
trim to create two strips 2-1/2” x 45-1/2”.  Sew strips to the top and bottom of quilt top and 
press toward Fabric C.

Step 18 Sew three 2-1/2” Fabric C strips together, end-to-end, and trim to create two strips 
2-1/2” x 51”.  Sew strips to the left and right sides of the quilt top and press toward Fabric C.

Step 19 Cut backing fabric into two pieces 1-5/8yds x WOF.  Sew together along selvage 
edge, press seam, and trim as desired.

Step 20 Layer your backing face down, then batting, then your quilt top face up.

Unit 1 - make 4 Unit 2 - make 3 Unit 3 - make 1

Step 10 Sew three Units 2s together in a row.  Press seams toward Fabric C. Label as Row 1 
and set aside.  

Step 11 Repeat with three Unit 1s. Label as Row 3 and set aside.

Step 12 Sew the one remaining Unit 1 block to the Unit 3 block then sew a 5-1/2” x 12” Fabric 
B strip to either side. Press all seams toward Fabric C. Label as Row 2 and set aside.

Step 13 Sew a 5” x 42-1/2” Fabric B strip between Row 1 and Row 2. Press toward Fabric B.

Step 14 Sew a 5” x 42-1/2” Fabric B strip between Row 2 and Row 3. Press toward Fabric B.

Add the Borders

Finishing the Quilt
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Step 21 Baste through all layers, then quilt as desired.  Bind using fabric D.

WATERCOLOR WILDLIFE
TEMPLATE A

1” box for 
scale


